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1Chap. I The Problem
There are two schools of thought in the field of arith-
metic. One group feels that arithmetic, even traditional arith-
metic, must he taught "because of its cultural and disciplin-
ary value. (50)*
The other group believes in the social utility theory (35),
that is, that facts to be used in everyday life should be
taught instead of subject matter due to custom, but no longer
useful, and that arithmetic in the grades is justified only on
the basis of its utility in the common affairs of everyday
life. They claim that there is better training and integra-
tion with useful material, although such training is not a
direct aim.
Since only a limited amount of material in any field can
be mastered perfectly, there must be some criterion for judging
what is essential. Usefulness can be one criterion. It is
upon this basis of usefulness that this study has been worked
out.
By comparing arithmetic books of thirty and forty years
ago with modern arithmetic texts, we find that many subjects
considered indispensable in by-gone years have been dropped
from the arithmetic course of study in the grades in recent
years. These include such subjects as: partial payments,
'»-Note: The Numbers in parentheses refer to the corresponding
numbers in the Bibliography beginning on page 57.

2square root, cube root, foreign exchange, troy weight, and
ratio and proportion. But some present-day textbooks give
much intensive drill in decimals, aside from United States
money and percentage, especially in the sixth grade. Does
social usage in decimal work justify this procedure?
Few studies, and no intensive one, have been made in the
field of usage of decimals, according to available records.
The following are previous studies contributing helpful data
on the subject:
1. There was a survey in 1919 by Dr. Wilson (31:13). In
21,898 processes in this study .03$ were decimals.
2. In 1925 the Boston Area Study (31:70-72) was conducted.
In this study decimals, aside from those used by an efficiency
expert, a cost accountant, and a naval engineer, related to
simple discounts. Decimals in general occurred only in con-
nection with United States money.
3. In the Marshalltown Study (31:58,59), fifteen out of
1,191 cases were decimals.
4. A study was carried on in the Edward Everett School
District, Boston (31:60). Two out of 4,368 cases were pro-
blems with decimals.
5. Wise (31:53,54) and Woody (31:74) found decimals
little used. They were always used in connection with United
States money.
6. In Mitchells Study (31:94), tenths and hundredths
played a small part in production and trade. Discounts were

3very simple; no figuring was required.
7. Mr. Arnold (1) in 1930 lists displacement and dis-
regard of decimal point among disabilities in college students'
arithmetic. He recommends sufficient drill to eradicate these
difficulties. This would call for emphasis on understanding
and reading decimals.
8. In 1924, decimals were not included in the list of
subjects for partial elimination (33) proposed by the National
Education Association, since sufficient data were not at hand.
9. A committee of Seven (16:199,200) recommended the
placement of decimals in schools according to the mental age
of the children as follows:
Minimum Optimum
Year Month Year Month
Fractions and decimals 11 6 13 10
McMurry, as long ago as 1904, called the attention of
educators to the fact that many processes taught in arithmetic
had little or no social value (31:10). Even expert opinion
cannot be relied upon to decide what arithmetic is used in
life. The decisions to be valuable must depend upon objective
data.
The present study seeks to supply some of the needed data
on the usage of decimals. The sources are the figuring done
in twenty-one different factories as listed in Chap. IV.
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Chap. II The Prodedure
The purpose of this field study is to discover the usage
of decimals in manufacturing, and then compare it with the
present school practices. The following plan will be used:
I. In industry:
1. A report with graph showing the use of decimals
in the Norton Company; reports from twenty factories besides
the Norton Company and a combined graph of findings in these
twenty manufacturing plants; a graph combining results of the
first two graphs, illustrating the use of decimals in the
twenty-one factories studied; a graph showing use of decimals
in the six factories using them outside of" the office; a graph
showing use of decimals in the fifteen factories which have
practically no use for decimals outside of the office.
2. In the factory there is note made of the number
in each group who have no need of decimals; the number who
only read decimals; the number who figure in decimals; a sample
of decimals used; the use of various mechanical devices;
specific kinds of work where decimals are used.
3. This is a study of decimals in manufacturing
exclusive of United States money and percent. Office usage is
largely confined to United States money and percent. The
illustrative problems from the offices of several factories
is typical of decimal problems in the other factories. These
are problems as follows: calculating working hours, stock
dividends
,

estimating costs, state unemployment insurance, old age bene-
fit, and payroll.
II. In the study of textbooks, one text is chosen for
the study, that is the Standard Service Arithmetic, Books 6,
7, and 8, by Knight, Studebaker, Ruch, Scott Foresman and
Company, New York. The latest editions of the book were used,
Book 6 in 193 6, Books 7 and 8 in 1928. This text has wide
usage, although at present it may be losing ground. It is
used as illustrative of a view formerly held almost universally
by text-book writers.
1. Note the extent to which decimals are carried in
grades six, seven, and eight, that is, hov; many decimals end
in tenths, hundredths, thousandths, etc.
2. The frequency of decimals U3ed in the four processes
under each use, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. This study excludes United States money, percentage,
and decimals in answers.

6Chap. Ill The Norton Company
The field study undertaken herein covers twenty-one
factories. The Norton Company, with its many departments, is
by far the largest company studied. Since the Norton Company
has many skilled workmen and would probably use decimals more
than any of the companies where the v/ork is less technical, a
full description of the findings in the Norton Company will be
taken up first. This chapter will also illustrate the general
procedure in obtaining information from the different manu-
facturing companies
•
Over fifty years ago, in 1885, the Norton Company, located
in Worcester, Massachusetts, first opened its doors for business
It then occupied a small two-story building 48' by 120 ! • To-
day it is a large plant having 3,456 employees and more than
80 buildings, with a total floor space of about 46 acres.
(2,000,000 sq. ft.)
Nortons started as a side line to a stoneware and pottery
factory in the early days. Grinding wheels, refractory articles
floor tile, and grinding machines are now the manufactured pro-
ducts of the company. These products are sold all over the
world, as the Norton Company has branch factories not only in
Bauxite, Arkansas, but also in Chippewa and Hamilton, Ontario;
Wesseling, Germany; La Courneuve, France; Welwyn Garden City,
England; and in 1955, the last branch was located in Corsica,
Italy.

7Proudly the guide takes visitors to Norton Hall on the
fourth floor of the plant. Here one sees an exhibit of crude
"bauxite. On the south and north walls is a series of ten
beautiful, large mural paintings, illustrating some of the more
striking processes which engage the attention of the employees
of the Norton Company in the manufacture of grinding wheels
and machines
•
These murals tell the whole story from the mining of
bauxite in the Arkansas hills to the Alundum ore, a world stand
ard abrasive. Gigantic pigs of crude abrasive are mixed with
clay bonds and water, put into forms ready for the kilns,
baked, sent to the "truing" room where the hard burned wheels
are brought from the kilns for final shaping with tools of
hardened steel or diamond points. Then they are tested to
determine that the wheels can be safely used at designated
speeds. The last picture is of a mounted wheel at work on its
designated mission. Outside, one sees a city with its motors,
trains, ships, and "skyscrapers" calling for the grinding
machines and the grinding wheels in every phase of their use-
fulness .
The usual procedure of asking to see the superintendent or
manager in gaining entrance to a factory for the information I
desired was not necessary at Nortons, as I was personally
acquainted with some of the officials and workmen. In prac-
tically every other factory, when I told them I was working
with Dr. G. M. Wilson of Boston University on the problem of

8"Using Decimals in Manufacturing," and would like a little
educational information, I was most courteously given an inter-
view and referred to various officials who could help me, if
the first official didn't have the information necessary. In
some factories I interviewed several different officials, and
in others obtained the desired information for my simple ques-
tionnaire from the heads of the departments. At Nortons I
secured my information both v/ays •
The questionnaire asked for the following information:
1. Name of the Factory.
2. Products of the Factory.
3. Number of Employees.
4. G-roups of Employees:
1. Number who have no need of decimals.
2. Number who need only to read decimals.
3. Number who figure in decimals.
5. Sample of decimals used.
6. Various mechanical devices used in figuring in decimals
7. Specific kinds of work where decimals are actually
used by the workers
.
In the Norton Company the office, the machine division,
the general factory, the wheel division, the engineering depart^
ment, the laboratory, and the standards department, use decimals
1. Office . In this office, as in every other, decimals
are needed in figuring the pay roll and costs. Mr. B works
48 hours at 60^ per hour. His pay is 48 times .60, or ;|i28.80.
Reports and the budget require them also. At the time of my

9visit they were working out the Old Age Pension figures. This
means finding 1% of the entire payroll to send to the federal
government for the Old Age Benefit, under the Social Security
Act. For example: The total payroll this year is $6,490,000.
Find 1% of this by multiplying $6,490,000 by .01, or a tax of
$64,900. Each employee has 1% taken out of his pay weekly, up
to $3000 yearly salary. That is .01 of $45, if his weekly
pay is $45.00. The company pays another 1% to the state for
the State Unemployment Insurance and the employee another 1% of
his weekly pay. The trend in the office is to use the very
simplest decimals, usually to two or three places. Costs are
carried to the third place. Illustrative problem: Some items
from the Profit and Loss Statement for year 1935 show the use
of two place decimals.
Amounts % Net Sales
Factory Cost of Sales 650,000 52.00
Factory Profit in Sales 550,000 44.00
Deduct:
Research Exp. 150,000 12.00
Selling Exp. 100,000 8.00
Administration 50,000 4.00
Total fixed exp. 300,000 24.00
Net Profit before taxes 250,000 20.00
Net profit for year 175,000 14.00
2. Machine Division. The workers in the machine div-
ision, on the whole are more skilled, and regularly use decimals
to ten-thousandths of an inch. They use the gauge and microm-
eter, mechanical devices, so would do little actual figuring
in decimals. They use these fine dimensions in grinding or
planing a piece of metal down to a given size. In this div-
ision they read decimals instead of figuring in them. For
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example, using the micrometer on a wheel, they read .0001.
3. General Factory. Workmen who mold wheels use such
decimals as appear in dividing 50.25 lbs. of material into
three equal parts. They have little use for decimals. Most of
their figuring is done mentally.
4. Wheel Division. Plant III. One tenth of the 200
employees in this plant figure in decimals . That is the
office force. One hundred seventy need to read them, in blue-
print specifications, and only ten have no need at all of
decimals. In this department they use decimals In calculating
the weight-volume of a wheel. For example : Given a wheel
35.46 cm. in outer diameter, 2.54 cm. thick, 2.54 c, diameter
of the hole; find the area of the whole. The operation comes
under the well known formula for the area of a circle, A-ttR^,
in which A -are a, TT= 3.1416, and R-the radius. Applying this
formula to the wheel, we have, 3.1416 x -|(35.46) x i(35.46)-
area of wheel, including the hole. To take out the hole, we
must subtract its area from the larger area, --3 .1416 x |r(2.54)
x >r(2 .54) = area of the hole. The subtraction is then made and
the answer rounded off at two decimal places. Multiply by
2.54, the thickness, to find the volume. This is carried to
two places.
Then put the wheel on the scales to find the number of
grams. The weight in grams divided by the volume in cubic
centimeters is the weight-volume of the wheel.
I1
11
In foreign orders grams are changed to ounces by multi-
plying "by .0353
.
In all this work meter tables, metric scales, the Llonroe
Calculator and decimal tables are used. The volumes and areas
of different wheels are all tabulated. The calculating, as
indicated above, is done by the office force.
5. Engineering Department . Out of 30 employees in this
department, 30 need to read decimals and 25 to figure in them.
The figuring is done largely by mechanical devices such as
micrometers and microscopic lenses. Decimals are used when
calculating mold sizes, in designing machinery, and in the
design and layout of the plant itself. The engineer uses three
or four place decimals. For example: A draftsman carries his
figures to four places. In making dies, gauge blocks or tools
very accurate measurements are used. Given a shaft 1 inch in
diameter and 6 inches long. It must be turned in the lathe to
1 inch plus or minus .005. Then it is carborized to get a
hard exterior to .020— .030 inches. It may be ground to plus
or minus .001. In the most accurate measuring it is carried to
.0002. The measurements are done by microscopic lenses to the
fifth place, and can only be approximated to the sixth or
beyond.
6. Laboratory
.
Forty- two employees of the 46 in the lab-
oratory use decimals. Rulers, micrometers, and calipers for
measuring diameters of cylinders, are used. The decimals are
carried to the third place. In working out the formula for a
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wheel, 2.50 grams per cubic centimeter is required, for example.
If the wheel should he 2.56 grams per cubic centimeter, the
wheel would be too hard and couldn't be used,
7, Standards Department . This is the department for
checking up on the dimensions of the wheels. Calculators and
decimal tables are used here. In finding the weight volume of
a wheel of unusual diameter, a worker may have to compute its
volume. This rarely occurs as tables are at hand covering
practically all cases. The checking is done with instruments,
not by working out the problems, as under No. 4 above.
Taking the factory as a whole, the Norton Company employees
do use decimals. These decimals are very simple decimals,
however, carried only to the second, third, or fourth places.
Y/here decimals are used, many mechanical devices are employed
such as the micrometer, and caliper in the factory; and decimal
tables, comptometers, and calculating machines in the office.
Many of the workmen do only such simple problems as might be
classed as mental arithmetic problems. Many of them need only
to read and check with mechanical gauges. Only skilled mechan-
ics and specialized workers need to use more than tv/o and
three place decimals. They can acquire this knowledge on the
job where they see an actual need for it.
Of the 3456 employees of the Norton Company, 300 workmen,
or 8.7$, have no need of decimals; 2512, or 72.6%, need to
read them, and 644, or 18.6%, need to figure in them. Very
little figuring is done in the shop or office without mechanical
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devices, micrometers and gauges in the shop, and decimal tables
and calculators in the office. In reading and figuring decimals
only two and three place numbers are used; there might be an
occasional exception.
If there is a school task indicated by the study of
decimal usage in the Norton Company, it is an exceedingly simple
one, and consists of teaching the understanding and reading of
decimals to three places. Beyond this the decimals can be
learned on the job.
•I
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Chap. IV The Survey of Decimals
In Twenty-one Factories
Introductory statement * In this study a survey was made of
t- enty-one different factories to ascertain what use they had
for decimals in their manufacturing.
This section lists the following points in outline form
for each factory:
1. Products of the factory.
2. Number of Employees.
3. Groups of Employees.
4. A sample of decimals used, or to what
extent used.
5. Listing of mechanical devices and tables
used.
6. Statement of specific kinds of work where
workmen use decimals
•
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A . The Norton Company , Yforceste r , T.Ta s
s
.
1. Products of the Factory: Grinding wheels, Grinding
machines, Floortile, Refractory articles.
2. Number of Employees: 3456
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No
who have no who need only who figure in
need of decimals to read decimals decimals
a. Office 50
b. Laboratory 4
c. Engineering
Department
d. Machine
Division 25
e. '.Tneel
Division 221
300
475
1737
100
42
30
200
257
15I . Standards
4. A sample of decimals used: .01, 17.73, 3.1416
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: rulers,
guages, micrometers, calipers, calculators, decimal
tables. For samples of tables, see appendix pp. 62,65.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: pay rolls, costs, Federal Old Age Benefit,
Social Security assessments, State Unemployment Insurance,
reports, grinding or planing metal to a given size, cal-
culating mold sizes, designing machinery or layout of the
plant, checking dimensions of the wheel. Illustrations
of use of decimals: .01 X ;45 for Old Age Benefit

to federal government and same amount to state for
worker earning Cj;45 a week.
17.73 is the radius of a wheel. 17.73 x 17.73 x
3.1416 gives area of wheel in finding wt.-vl. of a
wheel having 35.46 cm as outer diameter.

B . 7/i ckwi
r
e Spencer Steel Co
.
, Worcester , Ma
s
s
.
1. Products of the Factory: Wire Rope, wire goods, orna-
mental iron.
2. Number of Employees: 850
3. G-roups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 50
b. Factory 800
( Clinton
Factory) 360
4. A sample of decimals used: .0056, .0104, .0095
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: tables,
(See sample page in appendix, tables I, II, IV, pp. 61,
62, 64. )
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: Costs, Payroll. Illustrative problem:
Rates on wire are often .0056 per pound. Wire is
measured by decimals as Serene Cloth wire is .0104 and
.0095 inches in diameter.
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Lir.de Oxygen and Li ride ^ir Products
,
Worcester , ?.:a s s .
1. Products of the factory: Oxygen
2. lumber of Employees: 14
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate Uo . Approximate NQ. Approximate No
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 3
b. Manufacturing 11
4. A sample of decimals used:
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: tables
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: pay roll

19
Whittall Carpet ; ills , 7,'orcester , i:a s
s
.
1. products of the Factory
:
Caroets
2
.
Number of Employees: 1200
Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No!
who have no need who need only who figure in !
of decimals to read decimals decimals
a. Office 5
b . Manu fa c tu re r
s
Weavers, etc. 1181
c. Machinists 14
4. A sample of decimals* used:
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring; decimals: charts
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: cost department for costs of products and
pay roll.
* The office procedure in costs and payroll in the
ctories where definite problems are listed (pp. 8, 21, 22, 33)
similar to that used in all the factories.
{
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Royal '.'forc e ster Corset Go. Worcester ^ Ma ss.
1. Products of the Factory: Bon Ton Corsets
2. Number of Employees: 400
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 50
b. Factory
Workers 350
4. A sample of decimals used: .0833, .1667, 4-35
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: tables
such as appear on pp. 61,62.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: pay roll. Illustrative problems: prices are
on a per dozen basis. When garments are sold in lots of
less than a dozen of a style, invoice prices are percent-
ages of the dozen prices and are multiplied by .0833 for
one pair, .1667 for two ;^airs, .25 for three pairs, etc.
Another illustration of decimals is in making up
Budgets for Sales and Sales Expenses. The full year's
sales are estimated and then the amounts for each month
are found, based on soles records for a number of years
past.
Jan. 7.79 Apr. 9.02 July 7-72 Oct. 8.82
Feb. 8.70 May 9.04 Aug. 8.74 Nov. 6.30
Mar. 10. 21 June 8.82 Sept. 9. 99 Dec. 4.85
i1
1
1
!
.
i
1
(
1
1
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F. H" . K. Brown Shoe Company. Inc. , '.Vorcester , l.:a s
s
.
1. Products of the Factory: Men and Boys work shoes, dress
shoes, hunting boots.
2. Number of Employees: 875
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 15
b. Factory
workers 360
4. A simple of decimals used: 2 and 5 places; .0107,
.0046, • .10
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: comp-
tometers and adding machines.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: pay roll; billing; bookkeeping; cutting.
Illustrative problem: (payroll, cutting)
Parts of a shoe Price
5Ec .0107 .62
26C .0046 .39
(Sample parts of problem.
There were 20 of these
p- rts in all
.
)
The total cost of this job was 6.88 10% { .69 )s$7 .57
*
The job took 9 f hours. $7.57 * 9.75= .776 average
per hour.
ji
Bill
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G. Baker Box Company , Y/orcester , Mass-«
1. Products of the Factory: Wooden Boxes
2. Number of Employees: 50
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No* Approximate No,
who have no need who need to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 6
b. Workers in
Factory 44
4. A sample of decimals used: 2.932, .04476, 15.830
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: Leaver
Estimator, Monroe Calculator.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: The number of board feet in a box is figured
by use of the Leaver Peetage Estimator. (See sample
page in Appendix, Table III, p. 64) In this factory
five place decimals are used to figure costs because of
the small margin with such keen competition. Usually
only three and four place decimals are used. Typical
problems are as follows: Find cost of 2.1932 board feet
of lumber at .04476 cents per board foot. The number
of board feet in a box Is as follows:
6.354 Sides
5.256 Top and Bottom
3.334 Ends
_J386 Cleats
15.830 Board Feet
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H. Leland Gifford Co., Worcester, Mass.
1. Products of the Factory: Machine Tools, Crank Shafts
2. Number of Employees: 560
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No • Approximate No. Approximate No,
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read d ecimals decimals
a. Office 5
b. machinists 250
c. Laborers 290
c. (Designers
Draftsmen 15
4. A sample of decimals used:
5. nechanical devices used in figuring decimals: micro-
meters, gauge.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: costs, pay roll, designers and draftsmen in
blue prints and figuring stress. (Simple adding and
subtracting.
)
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I. 0. S. Cook and Sons Co., Pitchburg, Lass.
l a Products of the Factory: Wooden Boxes
2. llumber of Employees: 24
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No* Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only who figure in
of decimals to read decimals decimals
a. Office 1
b. Factory
Workers 23
4. A sample of decimals used: ,125, .098
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: Monroe
Calculator, adding machine, decimal tables, (See exhibit
in appendix, Table IV, p. 65.)
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: pay roll.
<
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J • !*• X « duPont de Nemours and Co . , Leo:..ins ter , I/ass .
1. Products of the Factory: Pyralin and manufactured
articles as: Toilet-ware sets, tooth brushes, combs
toys, novelties.
2. Number of Employees: 1393
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only to Who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office
1. Clerical
wo rkers
2. Sales and Pur-
chasing Dept.
10 108
3. Executives
b. Factory
1. Hourly workers 1275
4. A sample of decimals used: .0011; .6251 (in office)
.0264, .0017
5. I.'echanical devices used in figuring decimals: decimal
tables, slide rule, calculating machines.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: computing wages for 7/0 rkers on standards, costs!
of manufacturing and selling; in analysis and statistical
work in office. This is aside from checking wages by
workmen themrelve s
.
(
26
DuPont—Continued
Illustrative problem: From operating Statement for
June, 1936, we find the following:
Current Honth
Direct Labor Actual Budget
unit unit
,9512 .0264 $9945 .0276
! .iscellaneous
Expense 613 .0017 613 .0017

27
K. The American Cereal Food Corporation
,
Clinton
, Mass .
1. Products of the Factory: Weetabix, breakfast cereal
2. Number of Employees: 56
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 4 2
b. Factory 50
4. A sample of decimals used: .05, .06, .20
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals : tables,
calculator, adding machine.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: payroll, costs insurance, Social Security data,
and stock dividend calculations. The chief use of
decimals in this factory is in figuring the payroll. The
Federal Old Age Benefit and State Unemployment insurance
require them too. Preferred stock dividends pay six
percent of investment and twenty cents per share common
stock.
Illustration: Mr. A. invests .;;1000 in this corpora-
tion, preferred stock, at 6%, In six months the divi-
dends are S% of ;1000 or .03 of $1000, $30. Mr. G.
has 20 shares of common stock, at 20^ per share. That
is .20 of 20, .;4.00.
Decimals ars 2 and 3 place decimals.
c
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L. Ralph A. Preundlich , Dolls , Clinton , Mass .
1. Products of the Factory: Toys, Displays, Novelties
2. Number of Employees: 365
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No, Approximate No, Approximate No«
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 15
b. Factory 350
4. A sample of decimals used:
5. Eechanical devices used in figuring decimals: tables
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: Pay roll, costs.
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11, E. R. Buck Chair Co., Clinton , Mass.
1. Products of the Factory: Chairs, Stools, Breakfast
Sets
:
2. Number of Employees: 65
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate Ho. Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 2
b. Finishing
Shipping
Pattern Making 63
4. A sample of decimals used: (See use of decimals on
page 22
.
)
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: tables
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used
by workers: cost, pay roll.
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. Standard Products
,
Clinton
, Mass .
1. Products of the Factory: Oil Burners.
2. Number of Employees: 16
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate Ho, Approximate No, Approximate No,
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 2
b. Factory 14
4. A sample of decimals used: .005, ,040
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: chart
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used "by
workers: pay roll, costs. Illustrative problem:
In manufacture of a compass, the height of the shell,
the height of the inner ring and thickness of the glass
are measured in decimals. The height of pivot and cone
assembled is .005 less than height of ring. The height
of the shell less ,040 gives you the height of the inner
ring, .040 is the thickness of the glass. The .005 is
the allowance for the needle to swing.

. Michel Maks ik Feldman Company
,
Clinton , Mass .
1. Products of the Factory: Leather Hand Bags.
2. Kumber of Employees: 250
3, Groups of Employees:
Approximate No* Approximate No. Approximate
who have no need who need only to who figure
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 5
b. Factory 245
4, A sample of decimals used:
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals:
6, Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: pay roll.
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9« Blake Manufacturing Company , Clinton, Mass .
1. Products of the Faetorys Flashlights, Cosmetics.
(9036)
2. Number of Employees: 300
3» Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No,
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 12
b. Machinists 30
c. Factory
Workers 256
d. Time Keepers 2
4. A sample of decimals used: .332, 1.652, 3.09
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: tables
and calculators.
6. bpecific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: cost, pay roll, billing.
Factory workers don't need decimals in their work
but would probably use them in figuring out their pay
check since they are on piece work, but this is merely
optional.
Illustrative Problems:
Pieces Part No. Cjperation Cost per M. Extension
132 P. 610 11 .332 .04
1006 P. 524 235 .600 .60
12 P. 508 235 1.652 .02
5 P. 450 232 .278 .00
9 P. 641 232 .695 .01
9650 P. 934 C159 .320 3.09
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Q. E. E. Miles Company, South Lancaster, Mass.
1. Products of the Factory: Photograph and Autograph albums,
: emorandum books, Scrap books, Address books, Diction-
aries, Diaries, etc.
2. Number of Employees: 86
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No, Approximate No,
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 3
b. Factory
Workers 83
4. A sample of decimals used: 5,25, .01, 28,58
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: tables
adding machines.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: pay roll, insurance, Old Age Pension.
The number of hours a man works in a week, the
figuring of the pay roll, finding the amount of State
Unemployment Insurance, and the Federal Old Age Benefit,
all depend upon the use of calculators. (See samples
of calculators used in the Appendix, Table I, II, pp.
61, 62. )
Illustrative problem: Mr. A works at 30^ rate
per hour. He works 50 hours one week. 50 x .30 ;;|;15.00.
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R. William Knowlton and Sons
,
Company
,
Upton, Mass .
1. Products of the Factory: Ladies' Hats and Wool Caps.
2. Number of Employees: 750
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 10
b. Factory 740
4. A sample of decimals used: 4.50, ,0125
5. Lechanical devices used in figuring decimals:
comptometer
.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: pay roll. Workmen read time clock and figure
their ov/n pay. This is not considered a necessary part
of their factory work. Illustrative problem:
Units of work offer a comparison in speed in
various departments with different base rates. For
example
:
Units of
75^ is base rate . Q4.50 ( Earnings) work _ Speed of
.0125
_75 " Hours 'Worker
60 Worked
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ational Fireworks
,
Incorporated
,
We s
t
Hanover, Mass.
Products of the Factory: Commercial and Display Fire-
works, Flares and Signals.
Number of Employees: 350
Groups of Employees:
Approximate No, Approximate No» Approximate No,
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
. Office
Cost Dept. 12
.
Factory
machinists 328 10
A sample of decimals used: .0058, .0068
Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: gauge,
tables
.
Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: Decimals are used in the machine shop, in
the cost department, and in figuring inventories and
other office work. Illustrative problem in costs:
17 5/12 gross © .0058 per gross
15.75 gross @ .14^ " "
178 pes @ .0068 " M
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T. Rhode Island Worsted Company, Stafford Springs , Conn.
1. Products of the Factory: Woolens, Fancy Worsteds.
2. Number of Employees: 157
3. Groups of Employees:
Approximate No. Approximate No. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 5
b. Indirect
labor 70
c. Direct
labor 82
4. A sample of decimals used:
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: Monroe
Calculating machines
.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: cost of all goods and pay roll.
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U. Garden City Fan Company , Ntles , Michigan.
1. pro ucts of the Factory: Fans (heating' and ventilating);
Oat Crushers and Corn Crackers for Stable Use.
2. Number of Employees: 54
3. C-rouos of Emoloyees:
Approximate Mo. Approximate Mo. Approximate No.
who have no need who need only to who figure in
of decimals read decimals decimals
a. Office 9
b. Factory help 28 14
c. Testers 3
4. A sample of decimals used: .002, .0035 > - 2 3, .50, .75
(See illustration of use in figuring payroll, p. 35)
5. Mechanical devices used in figuring decimals: guage,
decimal tables.
6. Specific kinds of work in which decimals are used by
workers: In figuring all work in which steel is measured:
cost; pay roll.
1 f f , .. • »\ j
i
1
<1
1
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The Graphs
The facts recorded in the twenty-one preceding outlines,
illustrating the use of decimals in twenty-one different
factories, are pictured in the five graphs following. They
clearly show the contrast in the number and per cent of those
who have no need of decimals; the number and per cent of those
who read decimals; and the number and per cent of those who
figure in decimals.
The first graph illustrates the use of decimals in the
Norton Company. The second graph shows the use of decimals
in the other twenty factories surveyed. The third graph
combines the results in all twenty-one factories studied. The
fourth and fifth graphs make a different grouping. The fourth
graph pictures the use of decimals in the four factories using
decimals outside of the office. The fifth graph demonstrates
the use of decimals in the other seventeen factories where
decimals are little used outside of the office in regular
factory work.
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I
GRAPH SHOWING USE OF DECIMALS
IN THE NORTON COMPANY

1*0
GRAPH II SHOWING USE OF DECIMALS
IN MANUFACTURING IN TWENTY FACTORIES
EXCLUSIVE OF THE NORTON COMPANY
Number and Per cent that Figure in Decimals
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GRAPH III SHOWING USE OF DECIMALS
IN MANUFACTURING IN TWENTY-ONE FACTORIES
INCLUDING THE NORTON COMPANY
Number and Per cent that Figure in Decimals,
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GRAPH IV SHOWING USE OF DECIMALS IN
MANUFACTURING IN TEE SIX FACTORIES
WHERE THEY ARE USED OUTSIDE OF
THE OFFICE
Number and Per cent that Kead Decimals.
Number and Per cent that Figure in Decimals.
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GRAPH V SHOWING USE OF DECIMALS
in Manufacturing in the other Fifteen Factories
Where They Have Little Use for Them
Outside of the Office
94.8%
5410
.24$ 4.85/$
14 277
Number and Per cent that Have No Need of Decimals.
Number and Per cent that Read Decimals.
- Number and Per cant that Pimire in Decimals.
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Explanation of the /receding ftraphs
In each graph the blue lines represent those who have no
need of decimals, the red lines those who read decimals, and
the green lines those who figure in decimals.
Graph No. 1 illustrates the use of decimals in the Norton
Oompamy. The total number of workers is 3456. In this factory
300, or 8.7$ have no need of decimals; 2512, or 72.6%, of the
employees read decimals; 644, or 18.6$, figure in decimals.
Graph "No. 2 illustrates the use of decimals in manu-
facturing in twenty factories, not including Nortons. The
total number of employees is 8165. In this graph 7496, or 92$
have no need of decimals; 264, or 3$, read decimals; 405, or
4.9$ figure in triem.
Graph lio, 3 combines the results of Graphs 1 and 2. The
total number of workers is 11,621. Of these 7776, or 67$
have no need of decimals; 2776, or 23.9% read decimals; 1049,
or 9$, figure in decimals.
Graph No. 4 shows the use of decimals in manufacturing in
the six factories where they are used outside of tne office.
In this graph 2386, or 40.3$ have no need of decimals; 2763, or
46.65$ read decimals; 772, or 13.04$, figure in decimals.
Graph No. 5 reveals that in the other fifteen factories
5410, or 94.8$ have no ne d at all of decimals; 14, or .24/$
read decimals; 277, or 4.85/$ figure in decimals.
These data indicate that a very large percent of factory
employees have no need of decimals. A very small proportion,

the technical laborers, need expert knowledge in very special
ized work such as skilled machinists and these who measure
steel. This Knowledge these workers can acquire on the job,
or in trade school courses.
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In this survey of the use of decimals in twenty-one facto-
ries, only six factories really use decimals outside of the
office: the Norton Company, the Leland Gifford Crank Shaft
Company, the Blake Manufacturing Company, the Garden City Fan
Company, the National Fireworks Company, and the Vvhittall
Carpet Kills. But this consists mostly in the reading of deci-
mals rather then in figuring in them. Of these six factories
the Norton Company stands by itself in the use its workmen
make of decimals. In this factory only 8.7^ have no need of
decimals, 7^,6% of the employees read decimals, and 18 •
6
figure in them. It is the skilled machinists in the other
five companies in this group of six who use decimals and they
read decimals with the aid of the micrometer rather than work
problems in decimals.
The fifteen other factories studied have little use for
decimals outside of the office, where costs of production, the
pay roll, and other office work require their use. For the
most part, the workers in the factor: 7- , outside of the office,
are usually shown what to do, and do it, usually with mechan-
ical devices. They have practically no need for any arithmetic
In this group 94,8$ have no need of decimals, only ,24+% read
decimals, and <= # 85+/£ figure in decimals.
In both the machine shop and the office various mechan-
ical devices are used so there is little pencil-and-paper
calculating in decimals. Sue' calculating as is needed is
usually simple enough to be done mental ly
•

In some factories men check their pay, especially when
they are on piece work. Tills is not required in thier work,
so was not considered as a use of decimals in manufacturing.
This is a study of decimals used in manufacturing
j
exclusive, in general, of United States money and per cent.
|
In the office the decimals are largely in United States money
included to the extent that it enters into figuring of the
pay roll, social security tax and similar situations. The
reason for this apparent failure to nolo, to the plan of exclu-
ding decimals involving United States money is due to two con-
siderations: (1) The difficulty of finding decimals other than
in United States money, and (2) the fact that some of this
figuring was quite complicated. The findings in office pro-
cedure illustrate office procedure in all the factories.
The trend in office work is to use three-place decimals;
two- or four-place decimals are used at times.
Of the 11,621 workers in the 21 factories, 67% have no
need of decimals; 25.9/£ need only to read decimals, and only
9% need to figure in decimals. The 9% are doing highly
vocationalized work.
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Chap. V Decimals in Arithmetic Texts
Thus far in this stud;/ we have surveyed the use of
decimals in twenty-one different factories. We found that
94.8/cj of the workers in these factories, were shilled
mechanics are not employed, have no need of decimals. If
there is so little actual use of decimals in life situations,
how is the school relating itself to the problem in its
teaching of decimals!
To partly answer this question of school procedure in
decimal teaching, a survey of the latest available Standard
Service Arithmetic Books for grades six, seven, and eight
was made (42,43,44) This survey excludes United States
money, percentage, and decimals in the answers of problems.
It includes both examples and problems.
Table 1 shows to what Extent decimals are carried in
these three grade books, making note of the decimal endings
from tenths to ten-millionths.
In the study of factory usage it was necessary to in-
clude some figuring in United States money, as previously
noted, in order to find any decimal usage to record; the
text book study supplied plenty of decimals even though
United States money was strictly excluded.

h9
Table I. Showing all decimals as written in Standard
Service Arithmetics, Books 6,7,8, and the
extent to which they are carried. This
survey does not include United States money,
percentage, and decimals in answers.
The Extent to Which Decimals Are Carried:
Grade Grade Grade Totals
Dec tdr T End 1 n & 1_n
?
6 7
1
8
Tenths 869 108 98 1075
Hundredths U70 177 103 750
Thousandths 528 90 57 kl5
Ten-thousandths 125 2b 23 ilk
Hundred-thousandths 6 3 53
Millionths 2 1 3
Ten-millionths 1 1
Totals I836 ^09 286 2531
Table 2 indicates the occurrence of decimals in the
process of addition from examples or problems where all the
addends have the same endings, as the addition of tenths,
to those of uneven endings, as the addition of tenths,
hundredths, and thousandths.
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Table 2. Showing the occurrence of all decimals in
addition, in examples and problems in Standard
Service Arithmetics, Books 6, 7, 8.
Addition: How decimals occur. Grade Grade Grade Total
6 7 8
Tenths only 84 18 8 110
Hundredths only 44 10 6 60
Thousandths only 28 4 2 54
Ten- thousandths only 7 1 1 9
Tenths and Hundredths 1 8 2 11
Tenths-Hundredts and Thousandths 4 4
Tenths and Thousandths 1 1
Totals 164 41 24 229
Table 5 shows decimals used in Subtraction . This records
the number of examples or problems subtracted where endings are
both the same, as tenths or ten-thousandths , and where the
endings differ, as tenths subtracted from hundredths.
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Table 3. Showing the occurrence of all decimals in
subtraction, in examples and problems in
Standard Service Arithmetics, Books 6, 7, 8.
Subtraction: How decimals occur. Grade Grade Grade Totals
6 7 8
Tenths from whole numbers 62 2o 9 94
tt. ... t n I T _Hundredths A A44 16 11 71
Thousandths " " 27 14 5 46
Hundred-thousandths " 1 1
Hundredths from thousandths 1 1 2
Hundredths from tenths 2 2
Thousandths from Hundredths 1 1
Tenths from Thousandths 1 1
Tenths from Hundredths 1 1
Totals 146 61 35 242
In Table 4 are listed all the I.Iu11ip 1 i ca t ion examples or
problems from those having the same ending, as tenths multi-
plied by tenths, to those numbers with uneven endings, as
hundred-thousandths multiplied by tenths
.
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Table 4. Showing the occurrence of all decimals in
multiplication, in examples and problems in
Standard Service Arithmetics, Books 6, 7, 8.
Multiplication: How decimals occur. Grade Grade Grade Totals
6 7 8
Tenths by whole numbers 51 18 12 81
Hundredths by whole numbers 55 18 14 87
Thousandths by whole numbers 47 5 8 60
Ten-thousandths by whole numbers 33 2 3 38
Ten-millionths by whole numbers 0 0 1 1
Tenths by tenths 29 1 3 33
Tenths by hundredths 26 15 3 44
Tenths by thousandths 50 3 1 54
liUilU. i- Ullo Ujr IlU.xlLi.J- CU. Olio 0 7i A 1
1
-L -L
Hundredths by thousandths 4 2 4 10
Thousandths by thousandths 0 1 0 1
Thousandths by ten- thousandths 2 0 0 2
Ten-thousandths by tenths 0 1 0 1
Ten- thousandths by hundredths 0 0 3 3
Hundred-thousandths by tenths 0 1 0 1
Totals 297 74 56 427
Table 5 reveals the number of examples or problems in
Divi sion. This states the number of examples or problems where
divisor and dividend both end in the same decimal to many
varieties of problems in which the dividend and divisor end in
different decimals, even to millionths divided by ten-thmsandths .
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Table 5. Showing the occurrence of ell decimals in Division
in examples and problems in Standard Service Books
6, 7, 8.
Division: How decimals occur. Grade Grade Grade Totals
6 7 8
Tenths by whole numbers 75 7 10 92
Hundredths by whole numbers 70 13 12 95
Thousandths by whole numbers 40 8 2 50
Ten-thousandths by whole numbers 10 2 0 12
Tenths by tenths 22 2 1 25
Hundredths by hundredths 25 6 3 34
Thousandths by thousandths 14 2 2 18
Ten- thousandths by ten-thousandHis 1 1 1 3
Tenths by hundredths 19 5 1 25
Tenths by thousandths 0 1 2 3
Hundredths by tenths 23 2 2 27
Hundredths by thousandths 7 1 2 10
Thousandths by tenths 13 8 1 22
Thousandths by hundredths 0 6 4 10
Ten-thousandths by tenths 0 4 1 5
Ten-thousandths by hundredths 0 5 1 6
Ten- thousandths by thousandths 0 2 1 3
Hundred-thousandths by tenths 0 2 0 2
Hundred-thousandths by thousandths
0
0 1 1
Millionths by ten-thousandths 0 0 1 1
Totals 319 77 48 444
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Summary of Section V.
In this survey of Standard, Service Arithmetics, Books
6, 7, 8 a use of decimals surpassing the needs of adults in
manufacturing is found. 174 decimals end in ten- thousandths
;
53 in hundred-thousandths ; three in millionths; 1 in ten-
millionths. The sixth grade alone has 1836 decimals ending in
the three processes; the seventh grade 409; the eighth grade
286 decimals. This is a total of 2531 decimal endings in these
three grades. In general totals must total, but in this study
tables 2, 3, 4, 5 list operations where decimals are used and
table 1 lists all the endings in all the different problems
and examples. For example: table 2; the sixth grade has 44
examples where hundredths only occur, but in the total number
of endings in the sixth grade where hundredths occur this will
be greater as each addend ending in hundredths is counted
separately.
Workers in factories do little more in decimals than
reading or mental arithmetic. Those who figure in decimals are
technically trained and use tables and calculating devices and
machines. Only 3.58>o, or 318, out of 6019 employees in the
seventeen factories where employees are not skilled mechanics
figure in decimals. These constitute the office force. They
work their decimal problems by means of the Monroe Calculator
and decimal tables. These problems are in United States Money
and per cent. They are carried to the third and fourth places.
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VI. Summaries and Conclusions
In conclusion, the data obtained from twenty-one factories
indicate that adults employed in factories, use decimals on a
highly vocationalized b&sis, if at all.
In factories like the Norton Company, the Crank Shaft
Company, the Blake Manufacturing Company, and the Garden City
Fan Company, National Fireworks Company, Whit tall Carpet
Company, where decimals are usea by skilled mechanics in the
factor:", 40,3% have no need of decimals; 46.65$ need only a
reading knowledge of them; and 13.04/0 only need to figure in
decimals.
In the other fifteen factories not employing skilled
mechanics, 94.8$ have no need of decimals, .24$ need only to
read decimals; and 4.85% need to figure in decimals.
In the twenty-one factories 67$ have no need of decimals;
23.9$ need only to read decimals; and 9$ need to figure in
decimals
.
On the other hand, the textbook study indicates that much
unnecessary drill is given to problems and examples far sur-
passing in difficulty the needs of adults in industry.

iSchool work In decimals, when carried, too far, often leads
to confusion at the time of teaching. Since there is little or
no daily usage, quick forgetting results. Apparently, what is
wanted is a clear understanding of the meaning of decimals,
ability to read simple decimals, and especially an absence of
confusion. To secure this, the following suggestions for
decimal teaching, based on social usage, are given for careful
consideration:
1. That decimals be encountered in meaningful situations,
such as the speedometer on the automobile, weather
reports, baseball averages and railway time tables.
2. That decimal work and drill In decimals In the elemen-
tary grades be confined to United States money.
3. That simple per cents be given in the grades seven and
eight
.
4. That drill in reading decimals in various tables be
given in grades seven and eight.
5. That figuring in decimals be deferred until actual
need arises in trade school courses, or on the job in
the factory.
6. That work in meaningful situations be developed to the
point of entirely eliminating the old difficulty of
placement of the decimal point. In general, confusion
over placement of the decimal point is an indication
of formal teaching far beyond usage. Harap has shown
a better way (19).
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For work in the grades, the one thing needful at present
is the discontinuance of meaningless drill. "Tien for most
people life calls only for a reading knowledge (and understand-
ing) of decimals, why should the schools engage in endless
manipulation? At any rate, a study such as the present one
raises serious questions on school procedures, and undoubtedly
places the burden of proof on those v/ho continue traditional
practises
•
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APPENDIX
The pages which follow show in order, with necessary ex-
planations, the following:
I. Meilicke Elapsed Time Finder. Computes time
in five minute steps
.
II. Calculator. This is for figuring payroll. It
gives the pay for different numbers of hours at
various rates per hour.
III. Seaver's Official Feetage Estimator. It measures
"board feet.
IV. Decimal Equivalents of Common Fractions.
These are from calculating tables used by Miles Book
Bindery, Baker Box, Cook and Sons, and American Cereal Food
Corporation. The same or similar tables are used in other
factories
.
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I. MEILICKE
ELAPSED TIME FINDER
Computes Time in Five Minute Steps
800
89 10 11 12 1 2 3 k 5 6 7
00 0 100 200 300 i+oo 500 00 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 00
05 05 105 205 305 lj.05 505 05 605 705 805 905 1005 1105 05
10 10 110 210 310 kio 510 10 610 710 810 910 1010 1110 10
15 15 115 215 315 l£5 515 15 615 715 815 915 1015 1115 15
20 20 120 220 320 J+20 520 20 629 720 820 920 1020 1120 20
25 25 125 225 325 I425 525 25 625 725 825 925 1025 1125 25
30 30 130 230 330 I4.3O 530 30 630 730 830 930 1030 1130 30
35 35 135 2^5 335 U35 535 35 §35 735 855 935 10*5 H35 35
ho ho iho 240 3^0 uho 51^0 ho 6ho 7I+0 84.0 9^0 104.0 114.0 ho
U5 h3 1^5 2ii5 3h5 Ui-5 5U5 h5 61+5 7^5 Sltf 9*4-5 ioi|5 nltf k5
50 50 150 250 350 450 550 50 650 750 850 950 1050 1150 50
55 55 155 255 355 ^55 555 55 655 755 855 955 1055 H55 55
This is the page for those beginning work at 8:00 A. M.
There are other pages for every other hour during the day.
The red numbers 8-7 at the top of the page are the different
hours during the day. The red numbers in the three vertical
columns are the five minute periods during the hour.
Suppose Mr. A begins work at 8:00 A. M. and ends at
12:15. Follow the red numbers from 8 to 12, then down the
red column to 15 . That shows Mr. A has worked 1+15 > or
k hours and 15 minutes.
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II . CALCULATOR
(See next page for illustration of usage)
30
o 10 20 50 lj.0 50 6o 70 80 90 ico 110 120
00 300 600 900 1200 0 1500 1800 2100 2l+oo 2700 3000 3300 360c
08 308 608 9O8 1208 1-k 1508 1808 2108 21*08 2708 3008 3308 3608
15 315 615 915 1215 1-2 1515 1815 2115 2I4JL5 2715 3015 3315 3615
23 323 623 923 1223 3-Ij. 1523 1823 2123 2L23 2723 3023 3323 3623
30 330 630 930 1230 1 1530 1830 2130 2li30 2730 3030 3330 363c
38 338 638 938 1238 1-k 1538 1838 2138 21i38 2738 3038 3338 3638
3k5 6fc 914.5 12L5 1-2 l5i£ 1845 21)4.5 2I4J45 27J4.5 30)4.5 3345 36^
53 353 653 953 1253 5-k 1553 1853 2153 2^53 2753 3053 3353 3653
60 360 660 960 1260 2 1560 i860 2160 2I460 2760 3060 3360 366c
68 368 668 968 1268 l-k 1568 1868 2168 2)1.68 2768 3068 3368 366E
75 375 675 975 1275 1-2 1575 1875 2175 2)4.75 2775 3075 3375 3§7^
83 383 6S3 983 12&3 3-k 1583 1883 2183 2li83 27S3 3083 3383 3683
90 390 690 990 1290 3 1590 1890 2190 2I1.90 2790 3090 3390 369c
98 398 698 998 1298 1-ij. 1598 1898 2198 2I498 2798 3098 3398 3698
105 405 705 1005 1305 1-2 1605 1905 2205 2505 2805 3105 3405 3705
113 413 713 1013 1313 3-k 1613 1913 2213 2513 2813 3113 3I4I3 3713
120 1*20 720 1020 1320 k 1620 1920 2220 2520 2820 3120 31*20 372C
128 2+28 728 1028 1328 1-k 1628 1928 2228 2528 2828 3128 31+28 372G
135 |*35 735 1035 1335 1-2 1655 1935 2255 2535 28^5 3135 3U35 3735
lk3 Uk-3 lk?> lofo 13143 3-k 16U3 19fo 22k3 25U-3 2Qk3 3lfo 3kM-3 37H-3
150 I4.50 750 1050 1350 5 1650 1950 2250 2550 2850 3150 31-50 375c
158 Ij.58 758 1058 1358 1-I4 1658 1958 2258 2558 2858 3158 3)4.58 375£
165 lj.65 765 1065 1365 1-2 1665 1965 2265 2565 2865 3165 3)4.65 3765
173 k73 773 1073 1373 3-k 1673 1973 2273 2573 2873 3173 3U73 3773
180 lj.80 780 1080 1380 6 1680 1980 2280 2580 2880 3180 3I4.80 378c
188 I4.88 788 1088 1388 1-'; 1688 1988 2288 2588 2883 3188 3I488 3786
195 k95 795 1095 1395 1-2 1695 1995 2295 2595 2895 3195 3U95 3795
203 503 803 1103 1I4.03 3-k 1703 2003 2303 2603 2903 3203 3503 3S03
Odd Minutes Answers
5-03 35-18
10-05 to -20
20-10 50-25
25-13 55-28
I
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Explanation of Calculator
50 at the top of page means a 30 cent rate per hour.
0-120, at the top, indicates number of hours worked per week,
in decades
.
0-205
,
at the left, indicates pay for each quarter hour at 30^
rate for 6 3/4 hours. The next page carries the numbers on
through the nine hours
•
0-6 3/4 , vertical column between numbers 40 and 50, shows
first six hours for each decade.
Illustrative example:
Mr. A. works 54-§- hours this week. Follow column 50
down to the number opposite 4 and 1-2. It is 1655. Mr. A.
earns $16,35 this week.
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III. Seaver's Official Feetage Estimator
Surface or Board Measure
k-k 5 - k
Board Measure Board Measure Board Measure Board Measure
Inch 6 6j 6J[ 6J 6 6i Si 6^
1 .052 ToTpJ '."o53 ^Wj .052 .oF5~ ".057 .0I+2
li .052 .05I4. .057 .059 .065 .068 .071 .052
if- .063 .065 .066 .070 .O78 .082 .0S5 .063
if .073 .076 .079 .082 .091 .095 .099 .073
2 .081+ .087 .090 .09k .lOlj. .109 .113 .O8I4.
2| .O9I4. .O98 .102 .106 .117 .122 .127 . 09I4.
2f .10k .109 .llj .117 .lJO .156 .llxl .101;
2% .115 ..120 .12Li .129 .lk3 .1I4.9 .155 -115
3 .125 .150 .136 .lip. .156 .163 .169 .125
3i .136 .liji .1I1.7 .155 .169 .176 .181+ .136
3§ .146 .152 .158 .16k .182 .190 .198 .146
3t .156 .163 .I69 .176 .195 .201}. .212 .156
k .167 .17k .181 .188 .209 .217 .226 .167
Ijl .177 .185 .192 .I99 .222 .231 .2I4.O .177
ki .18S .195 .203 .211 .235 ,2kk .25k .188
lit .198 .206 .215 .223 .2L8 .258 .268 .198
5 .209 .217 .226 .2*5 .261 .271 .282 .209
5-i .219 .228 .237 ,2k6 .27k .285 .296 .219
5§ .229 .239 .2k3 .258 .287 .299 .310 .229
5l .2^0 .250 .260 .270 .300 .312 .325 .2I4O
6 .250 .261 .271 .281 .313 .326 .339 .250
6i .261 .271 .232 .293 .326 .339 .353 .261
6f .271 .282 .294 .305 .339 .353 .367 .271
61 .281 .293 .305 .317 .352 .366 .381 .281
The numbers — 14. and 5~4 at the top indicate thickness of
boards in quarter inches. The numbers 6-6i at the top are
lengths of boards in inches. The numbers 1-6J in column at
left are widths of boards in inches.
Illustrative problem showing use of above table: A board
li inches thick, 64 inches long, and 5i inches wide has 299
board feet. Start at 6-4 under 5-4 and folio?/ down column to
5i in column at left. The intersection gives 299 board feet.

DECIMAL EQUIVALENTS OF COMMON FRACTIONS
for use with
MONROE
ADDING-CALOJLATOR
ftfhaocns lotns oznds D4tfl8 Equivalent otns I 16ths 32nds 64ths Equivalent
1 .015625 1^OO CI COG
1 2 .031250•W m\ mm \J? V/ 17X 4 14
.oolZoU
3 .046875 1COO C/4CQ7C.040O/5
1 2 4 .062500 9 1 Cto Ifi
5 .078125 17 C7C1 *>C
3 6 .093750 19 18oo CQ07Cn
7 .109375 1Q cno"37C
1 2 4 8 .125000 5 10 4ft fin eAnn
9 .140625 41
5 10 .156250 21 49
11 .171875 41HO £71 87C
3 6 12 .187500 11 22 44 G87cnn
.DO / DUU
13 .203125 45 7ft11 9C
7 14 .218750 21 4fi 71 87Crt
.410/ i>U
15 .234375• mm %J m \J w \J 47 71417C
• / oho I
0
2 4 8 16 .250000 6V 12 24Ait 48
17 .265625• mm V KM \Jmm xJ 49Hit 7fiCfi9C
9 18 .281250• mm \*r M. mm KJ \J f*0 5ft 7819CH
19 .296875 51 .796875
5 10 20 .312500 13 26 52 .812500
21 .328125 53 .828125
11 22 .343750 27 54 .843750
23 .359375 55 .859375
3 6 12 24 .375000 7 14 28 56 .875000
25 .390625 57 .890625
13 26 .406250 29 58 .906250
27 .421875 59 .921875
7 14 28 .437500 15 30 60 .937500
29 .453125 61 .953125
15 30 .468750 31 62 .968750
31 .484375 63 .984375
4 8 16 32 .500000 8
i
16 32 64 1.000000



